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COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

a. To outline the process of identification of various building components and their estimation 
b. To provide knowledge on operation of the various survey instruments used for linear and 

angular measurements. 
c. To explain the concept of measurement of discharge and velocity in a pipe and density of 

water 
d. To demonstrate automatic weather station 

 
COURSE OUTCOMES: 
Learners at the end of this Laboratory course will be able to 

 Identify various components of a building and give lump-sum estimate. 
 Determine distances and irregular areas using conventional survey instruments like chain, 

tape, cross-staff and compass 
 Identify different soils 
 Know various traffic signs & signals 
 Determine centre of gravity and moment of inertia of channel and I-sections. 
 Set out a signal room building as per given plan  
 Install simple sanitary filling and find discharge/velocity in a water pipe line as density of 

water 
 Know to the process of making cement mortar / concrete for nominal mix 

 
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 

1. Demonstration on usage of chain 
2. Ranging  offsets  chain-age 
3. To find the area of an irregular polygon using chain by using horizontal measurements 
4. Determination of bearings and included angles with prismatic compass. 
5. Demonstration on various Building materials used in construction 
6. Estimation of quantity of bricks, concrete, wood, paint for the given single room building  
7. Masonry work hands  on practice work deferent types of bonds in brick masonry 
8. Identification of quality of brick through physical tests 
9. Identification of soil based on their physical properties 
10. Setting out of building: The student is required to set out a building (Single room only) as per 

the given building plan using tape and cross staff. 
11. Demonstration on Installation of simple sanitary fittings and fixtures like Tap, T-joint, Elbow, 

bend, threading etc. 
12. Finding the discharge velocity in a water pipe line also find density of water 
13. Computation of Centre of gravity and moment of inertial of (i) I-section and (ii) Channel 

section. 
14. Welding (arc welding and gas welding) 
15. Carpentry (Demonstration) 
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16. Identify deferent types of roads in the campus and write the physical characteristics of layers 
17. Demonstration on making of cement mortar/concrete for the given nominal mix 
18. Study of given Topo-sheet 
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